
Though the technology portion of the equation can be easily obtainable, this isn’t the case 
for the human facet. Advanced Technology Service’s Mark Cox and Jeremy Wright elaborate 
on the limited availability of these qualified maintenance technicians and how ATS helps fill 
the need for both skilled technicians and PdM technology in the food & beverage industry.

Predictive maintenance software systems are becoming critical assets on 
the factory floor, especially in the food & beverage industry where consistent, 
efficient production is necessary in order to keep up with consumer 
demands. But what good is this technology if the data it provides is not 
managed, recorded, or analyzed properly? In this article, industry experts 
explain the importance of the human element when it comes to operating 
smart factory technology, and how the combination of CMMS and trained 
technicians can maximize workforce utilization and significantly decrease 
maintenance costs.
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to leverage it across companies, fleets, and industries is starting 
to invoke major changes in how modern maintenance is being 
scheduled and carried out.

While managing and analyzing the data effectively is proven to 
be highly beneficial to companies, it is still a relatively new world, 
and most maintenance organizations have a certain resistance 
to change built into their DNA. Change becomes a cultural issue. 
Maintenance personnel are a loyal and trust-driven bunch, and 
convincing them to change practices based solely on data derived 
from a white-collar desk dweller is tough. Over time as that trust is 
earned, we are seeing massive benefits to the cost and efficiency 
of maintenance.

The Challenges of Big Data
Who wouldn’t want more data to help drive a decision? When first 
asked, most decision makers would reply, “Of course, I want any 
and all data that helps me make the right decision!” But this isn’t 
always the best case. Modern psychology suggests that the more 
we learn about any subject, the harder it is to make a decision 
about that subject. Even worse, we might actually make poorer 
decisions when we have more information at hand because that 
information might not even be important to the decision. But in 
our own minds, it sways us. One way to alleviate this issue is 
to set the criteria for the decision up front and consciously only 
utilize data that is relevant to the decision. Often easier said than 
done, another solution is to build smarter systems and programs 
that make the decisions very binary. Setting limits for PdM 
technologies that have very specific actions associated with them 
is one example of this. More specifically, if X, then Y, where X is a 

Preventive maintenance has been around for much longer than 
most people realize. Imagine a farmer 2,000 years ago taking 
his product to the market to be sold. Through trial and error he 
has learned that his cart can make the trip nine times before the 
left wheel falls off so he decides to “fix” it every seventh trip just 
in case. That is the pure definition of preventive maintenance 
driven by data, except this farmer only had one variable to deal 
with (how many trips to the market he had made), while today we 
could potentially have thousands or millions of data points. We 
have data collected across many industries that can be utilized 
at specific sites to help make better decisions about the care and 
maintenance of important assets. It is possible for a repetitive 
machine failure in the automotive industry to help drive asset care 
for a particular machine component in the consumer packaged 
goods industry. This is the beauty of big data, but it is only useful if 
we know what to do with it.

What is Big Data?
Unsurprisingly, the term “big data” has become somewhat of a 
buzzword within many industries as more advanced products 
for data collection enter the market. Strictly in the realm of 
maintenance, this takes the form of predictive maintenance tools 
such as oil analysis, thermography, motor current testing vibration, 
and sonics/ultrasonics, as well as computerized maintenance 
management systems (CMMS) that include failure coding and 
help with investigations. These systems and tools are generating 
data at an incredible rate; however, managing this wealth of 
data is quite the task, as mainstream maintenance is still in the 
early adoption phase. This new surge of data and learning how 
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